Erasmus + KA1 – YOUTH EXCHANGE
Infopack for participants
"CLIMATE FOR CHANGE"
GENERAL INFO
Youth Exchange dates: 11-19 July 2022 (travel days included)
Online APV: 20th of June 2022
Location: Casa Largaiolli (Padulle di Sala Bolognese - Italy)
Hosting Organization: BANGHERANG APS- Italy
Partner Organizations: CampoSfera - Poland; Juventud Mundus Spain; YEU - Cyprus; AVATAR Association - Romania.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
The climatic environmental situation over the years is getting
worse and worse. In many European countries, especially in the
Mediterranean area, there are more and more climate
dysfunctions.
The strategies we propose in this project to limit these problems
are: the promotion of new methodologies and activities to the
leaders of educational institutions, the empowerment of new and
old generations on the issue and the introduction of practical and
engaging public activities to be proposed to young people.
During the exchange, participants will apply themselves in nonformal education activities so that such innovative strategies
emerge as the goal of the project. These will then be transmitted
to the school through a meeting between the participating youth
and school leaders.

PARTICIPANTS
Each partner should select, prepare and send 5 participants
(4 participants + 1 group leader).
The desired profile of participants:

aged 18 - 25

strongly committed
in the topic

willing to compare
themselves
with other young people

be able to act as a multiplier
in their local communities

TRAVEL
Participants should contact their sending organization for travel
arrangements!
As travel option, we can suggest:

arrive at
Bologna Guglielmo
Marconi Airport

take shuttle
bus/Marconi express
train to
Bologna Central
Train Station

take a bus
for PadullePoste
(n°81 and 91)

little walk
to Casa
Largaiolli

Other close airports are Venice Airport Marco Polo, Treviso Airport
and Forlì Airport.
You are allowed to come only 2 extra days before or after the
project dates, but accommodation and food cannot be funded.

ACCOMODATION
The Youth Exchange will be hosted in "Casa Largaiolli" in Padulle,
Sala Bolognese -Italy.
Participants will be accommodated in big tents and camp beds
and need to bring a sleeping bag.
The house is also equipped with a large kitchen, which will be used
by participants to prepare dinner, divided into mixed groups and
with a schedule defined by the participants themselves through an
activity.

TRAVEL COSTS AND REIMBURSMENT
Participants must attend the whole duration of the Youth
Exchange and submit the final evaluation questionnaire in order
to receive the reimbursement.
The reimbursement will be done directly to the sending
organisation, after they have received all needed documents and
the participants have submitted the evaluation questionnaire.

The maximum amount that can be
reimbursed:
Cyprus 360 EUR
Spain 275 EUR
Poland 275 EUR
Romania 275 EUR

OTHER INFO
COVID-19 - the situation with the Covid-19 is changing constantly,
please check the following web pages in order to be updated for
all new measures and rules in Italy.
https://infocovid.viaggiaresicuri.it/index_en.html
https://www.italia.it/en/covid19
The program of the Youth Exchange will include an intercultural
evening, thus you are welcome to bring with you something to
taste, some music or anything presenting your culture.
If you have any questions or doubts, feel free to contact us at
europa@bangherang.it
or the seeing organisation from your country.

